
Philosophy Meeting#9
This discussion ended up dealingwith the issue of consciousness
a lot

, s . I've mate that an option for the topic of our next
meeting.

¥tmeut : suppose you were clones, and then presented
with the following choice : either your done is killet artyou
walk free

,
or you are kill

.

et and your clone walks free with $100 .
Natalie immediately said that she would kill the clone, because
although they are Rally identical , they to not share thesame
consciousness

,
and it is really her consciousness, not her physical

structure
,
that she wants to keep "alive ."

Sarah Luna agreed (although she wouldn't kill her done because she
has other objections to causing thetenth of another person)Agastya somewhat agreed , but opines that this reasoning is
" irrational" because both "consciousnesses

"
are titertial

" from
an objectinstant point
We also discusses the t.glsibling thought experiment for a
while
,
and it let us to essentially thesame conclusion : that

i i testify " has more to to with Shaef / continuous consciousness
than physical ( chemical similarityI ' identicalness "

This might suggest, however, that whenever we sleep , get
knockoutout, er go unconscious for any other reason, it's asif our other consciousness was

"

killed
" and a new one was

created
. So why aren't we afraid of sleeping?



Spencer and Sarah Luna notes that it toes it matter as long
as we don't think about or realize this possibility - ifwe
really are being

"claret " whenever wesley , the clove
won't know the difference and the old "

you
" will began.

Then we began to discuss the split- brain patient card we
all watches thevideo) .
Holly was a bit skeptical at first, but everyone agreed for the
most part that he had become

"

twopeap# because he must
have had two ↳joint consciousnesses (despite not feel'yayTiffany than before) that perceive the world differently, asevidenced by the

"Bota -& venting-machine " phenomenon .

We talked briefly about multiple-personality barter, but b-Lit
linger onthe topic

Signee one single brain could be made into t.two consciousnesses "

disconnecting its halves :

O -0020
by reverse - engineering this process, we might concludethat
InHgtogether two separate consciousnesses ( usingsomitting
like Neuralink

, as claudia suggested ) , it could become one consciousness :
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So really it's the information between two consciousnesses
that allows themto be one consciousness, even if it is voyles
speed informationtransfer. Sarah Lunn & Natalie objectthat
a lower degree of information transfer means that the
consciousnesses haves lower degree of tone-ness !

This would imply that if I have a conversation with Agastya,
we are momentarily somewhat voted as one intribal :
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In fact
,
since Agastya talks so fast, the information transfer rate

is rather high, so I might bemore done" with AgastyathenI
am with, say, my pinky toe (which toes not relay much info to my
brain )

.

There's also a lot of information tiny fer between a person and
a phone, so maybe a person can beone with his/her plane to some
extent

.

Here's the most interesting part : an intovital is constantly exchanging
some kind of information with all of the world around them .

So

in reality, a person is less of a separate entity than a distribution
ofconsciousness-c.eeLevels at a person's brain that diminishes
farther and further outside of a person's dsphere of influence ."
Natalie linked this to the idea of being donewith naturelthe environment

"

and Agastya visualized it with a normal curve :

my consciousness I
← Agastya's consciousness
"shared "

consciousness ?


